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Frictionless loan             

origination

Automated claims            

processing

Optimized healthcare  

management

Today with digital automation, 
a small number of experts can create 
great experiences for customers at scale
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Intelligent automation helps knowledge workers…

Intelligence is the new frontier of automation 

Determine the best 

course of action

Gather 

information

Understand the 

situation
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Reimagine your business workflows

Your business processes get 

smarter with IBM Watson

• Employees will be able to focus on growth 

and mission-critical decisions. 

• Leadership will be equipped with the 

insights to make bold, but informed 

decisions that will impact industry for years 

to come.
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Watson answers 270,000 
questions a day through voice 
or text. 

In some cases, Watson also 
executes transactions, like 
show balance, execute a 
payment, and others.

Bradesco deployed an AI 
assistant for all their 
customers
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To accelerate the intelligent automation transformation, 
AI must be embedded pervasively throughout business processes

Trust and Transparency

Automation of AI

Open by Design

94%
of companies believe 

that AI is key to 
competitive advantage1

1 in 20
companies have extensively 
incorporated AI in offerings 

or processes2

1 – IDC

2 – MIT Sloan Management Review



Thank you

Beth Smith, General Manager IBM Watson AI

@BethTSmith
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